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	Digital Compositing for Film and Video, Third Edition, 9780240813097 (024081309X), Focal Press, 2010

	This practical, hands-on guide addresses the problems and difficult choices that professional compositors face on a daily basis. You are presented with tips, techniques, and solutions for dealing with badly shot elements, color artifacts, mismatched lighting and other commonly faced compositing obstacles. Practical, in-depth lessons are featured for bluescreen matte extraction, despill operations, compositing operations, as well as color-corrections.

	

	The book is presented entirely in an application-agnostic manner, allowing you to apply lessons learned to your compositing regardless of the software application you are using. The DVD contains before and after examples as well as exercise files for you to refine your own techniques on.


	* Provides you with professionally-tried tricks, tips, and solutions to the complicated and difficult compositing issues that you face

	* New to this edition is a section on stereo compositing for 3D movies, a brand new chapter on CGI Compositing, 7 new QuickTime movies on the DVD, and more

	* DVD is packed with instructive before and after examples as well as excercise files that allow you to refine your own technique
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How To Think Like Benjamin Graham and Invest Like Warren BuffettMcGraw-Hill, 2001
How to Think Like Benjamin Graham and Invest Like Warren Buffett wraps a lifetime of investing wisdom into one highly accessible package. An intelligent guide to analyzing and valuing investment targets, it tells investors what questions to ask, what answers to expect, and how to approach any stock as a skeptical, common-sense business...

		

Advanced CORBA Programming with C++Addison Wesley, 1999
 Here is the CORBA book that every C++ software engineer has been waiting for. Advanced CORBA® Programming with C++ provides designers and developers with the tools required to understand CORBA technology at the architectural, design, and source code levels. This book offers hands-on explanations for building...


		

Personal Development for Smart People: The Conscious Pursuit of Personal GrowthHay House, 2009

	Despite promises of “fast and easy” results from slick marketers, real personal growth is neither fast nor easy. The truth is that hard work, courage, and self-discipline are required to achieve meaningful results—results that are not attained by those who cling to the fantasy of achievement without effort.
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The Dating Game: One Man's Search for the Age of the Earth (Canto Classics)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	In this book, Cherry Lewis skilfully blends the history of gauging the age of the earth with a biography of Arthur Holmes, a British geologist who was a pioneer of geochronology. When it was deeply unfashionable to do so in the early twentieth century, he spent many years trying to prove the great antiquity of the earth, stating that it was...


		

The Business Case for Storage Networks (Network Business)Cisco Press, 2004
Understand the business case for storage networks and lower your total cost of ownership with this comprehensive guide

When adopting a storage networking solution, you need to understand the business case for your decision. Yet this process is fraught with many business and technical considerations. How...


		

Developing Hybrid Applications for the iPhone: Using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to Build Dynamic Apps for the iPhoneAddison Wesley, 2009

	“For those not ready to tackle the complexities of Objective-C, this is a great way to get started building iPhone apps. If you know the basics of HTML, JavaScript, and CSS, you’ll be building apps in no time.”


	—August Trometer, Owner of FoggyNoggin Software,...
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